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Last night while I was playing WoT, a teammate started shooting at me. After three hits it became very obvious that he 

was doing it on purpose, so I shot back a couple of times. My first shot missed, and my second shot hit. I was promptly 

banned for 2 days after the second shot hit him. This can be seen in this highlight

(http://www.twitch.tv/gt500_live/c/4343520) on my Twitch steam. I have also exported that video to YouTube, since 

some people have issues with Twitch:

While creating the highlight I noticed that I had accidentally hit another teammate while I was shooting at a small 

tank, but you can clearly see that I was not aiming for them (the shot looked good to me, so I don't know how I hit my 

teammate).

My understanding of how the auto-ban system for team kills works is that it is based on the ratio of damage done to 

friendlies vs enemies. As my Twitch channel clearly shows, I tend to suck pretty bad at WoT, and I am lucky if I even 

get a single shot in before I get killed. Since I have team killed a bot that was advertising a gold selling scam site and 

took a few shots at a team mate who was advertising his Twitch stream and claiming to give out free gold codes (plus 

whatever other accidents I have had with damaging teammates), I probably have a pretty high ratio of damage to 

teammates vs damage to enemies.

If I am in any danger of being permanently banned from this game for stupid stuff like that, then I would simply 

prefer a refund for any premium content I have purchased, and I'll go play something else. There's no point in wasting 

any more time with this game for me (especially since it is so glitchy with streaming software and I have to keep 

switching between Windowed mode and Fullscreen in order to fix it).

I would have posted this in the support section, however it doesn't look like the support forum was actually intended 

for stuff like this.

GT500org
Posted Today, 04:32 AM
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